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INTRODUCTION 

For B2B businesses, telemarketing remains a highly effective way of generating qualified sales 

leads. 

At Beanstalk, we have consistently delivered successful telemarketing campaigns by 

understanding that it takes more than just great telemarketers to deliver winning campaigns. 

This guide is based upon our experience across 100s of successful telemarketing campaigns, 

across many sectors and is designed to provide insight into some of the considerations and 

elements required to develop a best-in-class telemarketing campaign that delivers ROI and 

generates high quality leads. 

 

 

 

  

“For every £1 spent on Telemarketing, £11 of revenue is generated.” 
 

The Direct Marketing Association 
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CAMPAIGN OBJECTIVES 

Your ultimate objective from telemarketing is likely to be winning profitable new customers.  

To achieve this, it helps to define the detail of how the process will work from the first call 

through to converting the leads into customers, which will ensure that the telemarketing results 

are aligned to your sales follow-up. This will include: 

 

Lead Qualification 

To what level should the telemarketer qualify the prospect before setting a sales appointment? 

Clearly there needs to be a genuine interest and for the prospect to have responsibility for 

purchasing the service you are offering. The trick is to get the balance right; if you try to qualify 

their level of interest and how close they are to purchasing too heavily at the lead generation 

stage, you’ll miss out on lots of opportunities that could be developed at a face-to-face meeting 

or by your sales team, who will have more in-depth knowledge and different questioning and 

relationship building skills than the telemarketer. Equally, there needs to be a quality control 

process to ensure that only leads of value and with a qualified interest are passed to sales. 

 

Market Intelligence 

Many of the prospects that your telemarketer speaks with will not be immediately sales ready. 

However, these early conversations are the essential building blocks of a relationship between 

these prospects and your business.  

A valuable output from telemarketing will be building an accurate database of prospects names, 

job titles and email addresses. There is also likely to be other account profiling information that 

can be gained such as; when the prospect will be sales-ready, what their goals and pain points 

are, insight into current suppliers or solutions etc. This data should be captured in a structured 

form i.e. separate fields within the CRM - not just in a general notes field - to record intelligence 

on contract end dates, competitor information or requirement details. This will allow you to 

personalise marketing campaigns to prospects. 

 

Continual Development 

By analysing the metrics and market intelligence you will be able to assess the performance of 

the telemarketing and be agile in your approach. This may mean targeting a sector that is 

particularly responsive, revisiting your message to make it more attractive or to overcome a 

common barrier to change, or even testing an alternate telemarketer to see if a change of style 

or tone will generate better results.  
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STYLE OF TELEMARKETER 

Choosing the right telemarketer is clearly a huge factor, but not as simple as it might seem. The 

best telemarketer for one business or solution won’t necessarily be as effective for another.  

A telemarketer with experience in your sector and engaging with the same type and level of 

person you’re targeting is a start. But great telemarketers can have different styles, for example: 

 

Persuaders 

Are gifted at turning ‘no’s into ‘yes’s and will often generate the greatest volume of leads. This 

will be perfect for businesses whose sales follow up is also persuasive, but naturally this won’t 

suit every business. 

 

Technical Explainers  

Can articulate your product or service effectively. They often do well in interviews, because they 

demonstrate that they understand your solution, its features and its benefits.  

To manage a technical explainer effectively however, you must keep them on track with the 

objective of generating leads - not just educating prospects – as they tend not to be natural 

closers. 

 

Opportunity Qualifiers 

Will typically have high call rates, effervescent personalities and often work well for businesses 

that are in competitive markets where it’s the personality of the telemarketer rather than 

anything tangible about your service that wins the prospect over and gets them excited about 

committing to a sales meeting. 
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PERFORMANCE, KPIS AND INCENTIVES 

Telemarketing is more than just a game of numbers.  

KPIs are important but be careful what you wish for. If set a KPI of 20+ dials per hour, by the 

time each call is wrapped up and the outcome recorded in your CRM, there isn’t much time for a 

quality conversation. 

Call volumes, talk time and the volume of leads and appointments per day, week or month are 

KPIs you should measure. However, our experience is overwhelmingly that the most successful 

campaigns are those that focus on quality of leads over sheer quantity. 

There are some simple ways of aligning the telemarketer’s remuneration to your goals. For 

example, rewarding them for the quality of the leads and appointments they generate, which 

drives them to collaborate closely with Sales, handing over early stage, high-value opportunities 

that Sales are best placed to develop, whilst qualifying out low-quality leads.  

 

WORKING ENVIRONMENT 

Telemarketing can be a lonely job. An environment where successes are praised, and positive 

motivation and support are given at times when the sales appointments aren’t flowing will yield 

far better results than a telemarketer working from home, or in a quiet office.  

Equally, beware of call centres; a scripted approach in a large, brash environment of youngsters 

chasing weekend beer money is unlikely to be a good fit for an engaging dialogue with senior 

B2B prospects. 
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DATA 

Behind every great telemarketing campaign sits great data. If you don’t already have a database 

of your businesses within your target market, data can be purchased based upon criteria such as 

industry, size and location. 

If you are purchasing data, it will have a limited number of the right prospects for your specific 

service, and even less that have the prospect’s email address.  

As the telemarketer makes their calls, this data should be enriched with these contacts, their 

email addresses and other marketing intelligence and account profiling information (assuming 

you have the right process and technology). 

An alternate is to consider a contact mapping service prior to the telemarketing calls 

commencing. By blending desk and phone-based research, a good number of the right contacts 

and their email details can be obtained. This option bears serious consideration, particularly for 

big-ticket solutions, SaaS, technology and other conceptual sales. 

 

STANDALONE TELEMARKETING OR AN INTEGRATED 

CAMPAIGN 

Where telemarketing is integrated with other forms of marketing, the number and quality of 

leads generated will usually be greater than a traditional or stand-alone telemarketing 

approach. 

This can range from following up from direct mail campaigns, calling the warmest prospects for 

a marketing automation nurture campaign, through to simply running some email marketing 

and prioritising the telemarketer’s calls on the prospects that open your emails and 

subsequently visit your website. 
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THE RIGHT TECH STACK 

Today’s high-performance telemarketers not only have great communication skills but also the 

tools and technology to be highly efficient. 

As part of maximising the effectiveness of your telemarketing, you’ll need a solution for:  

 

Fielding returned calls  and email replies 

Returned calls and responses from voicemail messages and email introductions are gold-dust. 

It’s therefore essential your telemarketer can leave a return phone number, and that inbound 

calls and emails are answered throughout the business day and acted on promptly – particularly 

if you don’t have a full-time telemarketer – as they may only have a limited time window  

available. 

 

Prospecting emails 

Your telemarketer should have a series of emails that they can send to prospects to cover the 

most common situations: 

• to follow up an unsuccessful first attempts to reach the prospect,  

• where further information is requested following a conversation with a prospect 

• where information has previously been sent and the telemarketer is following up to book 

an appointment 

Providing the telemarketer with emails for the most common situations – such as the above - 

will ensure the consistency of your message and maximise the telemarketers’ time on the phone 

by saving them the time needed to write these emails for each prospect. 

 

Email engagement and visitor tracking 

Technology that tracks prospects that open your emails and identifies visitors to your website 

will allow your telemarketer to prioritise calling the prospects most likely to be interested in 

hearing from you. 

 

Call recording and live call monitoring 

Listening to calls enables effective coaching and ongoing development. It can also help Sales 

understand the tone and context of the conversation in advance of attending sales meetings, so 

they can prepare and adapt accordingly.  
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TELEMARKETING EXPERTISE 

Successful telemarketing campaigns are the result of applying experience and expertise in 

telemarketing.  

This ranges from planning the activity, setting and measuring KPIs, analysing the results and 

being able to develop the message and approach as your campaign progresses. 

It takes a unique set of skills to engage with prospects that weren’t expecting a call and have 

limited time. The telemarketer’s job is to initially assume that everyone will be interested and 

project enthusiasm on every call; even when their previous calls haven’t led to a lead being 

generated.  

This is often the hardest part to get to grips with – mentally as much as anything else – where 

Sales or Business Development professionals attempt to generate their own leads; because they 

are used to a much greater ratio of yes’s vs. no’s.  

Great telemarketers still need to be supported, motivated, coached and managed. Often the 

best campaign managers were great telemarketers themselves, because they understand the 

demands of the job, how to adapt to different prospects’ verbal responses without the aid of 

visual cues, and how to maintain their energy and enthusiasm throughout the day. 
 

SUMMARY 

Professional telemarketing can be an effective way for B2B businesses to drive sales and 

generate sales-ready leads, whilst building tomorrows pipeline through intelligent data capture 

and account profiling. 

Great telemarketers that are motivated are an essential ingredient.  

But behind every high-performance campaign sits a wealth of telemarketing expertise. And it’s 

the combination of technology, technique, tenacity and talent that is the difference between 

good telemarketing and great telemarketing. 
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ABOUT BEANSTALK 

Beanstalk is an integrated B2B Telemarketing and Lead Generation agency 

dedicated to helping our customers win new business. Our expertise includes a 

wide range of B2B Marketing and Lead Generation disciplines, that are focused 

on generating qualified leads with sales-ready decision makers. 

We develop and deliver tailored inbound and outbound lead generation 

campaigns for both SMEs and Corporates, that generate sales appointments, 

qualified leads, web demos and inbound enquiries. 

Contact us for a no-obligation discussion about how we can help generate 

leads and drive sales. 

 
 

OUR B2B LEAD GENERATION SERVICES: 
   

 

TELEMARKETING LEAD GENERATION 

Fuelling your sales pipeline. Our intelligent B2B telemarketing campaigns 

generate high quality leads, sales appointments and web demos. 

 

INTEGRATED LEAD GENERATION 

By integrating content marketing, email and digital with professional 

telemarketing, we generate more leads of a higher quality. 

 

ACCOUNT PROFILING & CONTACT LIST BUILDING  

Building comprehensive data of key decision makers, their email 

addresses, and account profiling at your prospect accounts. 

 

EMAIL MARKETING 

As well as building brand awareness and nurturing prospects, email 
marketing is highly effective in generating leads and inbound enquiries. 
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